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MOTO GUZZI
ACCESSORIES
04  STELVIO 1200

07  NORGE 

09  GRISO V 1100 / 1200 

12  1200 SPORT 

14  BREVA 1100 / 1200

18  CALIFORNIA VINTAGE

19  V7 CLASSIC

20  BREVA 750

20  NEVADA 750 

25  UNIVERSAL

Moto Guzzi USA is a U.S. and worldwide registered trademark of Piaggio Group Americas, 
Inc. and the Piaggio Group of companies. Obey traffic safety laws and always wear a helmet, 
appropriate eyewear and proper apparel. Moto Guzzi USA cares about your safety and 
strongly encourages you to take a riding skills course endorsed by the Motorcycle Safety 
Foundation. To enroll in this course, or for more information, contact the MSF at 
800-446-9227. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Always operate your 
vehicle at a safe and legal speed. Always ride cautiously within your abilities. Be alert to 
your surroundings and ride defensively. Do not ride off road and respect the rights of others. 
Review your owner’s manual thoroughly before riding your new vehicle and examine your 
vehicle before each ride. Aprilia motor vehicles are recommended for riders 16 years of age 
or older. Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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REVISED ON 7.20.09

The dedicated engine guard kit is made of black powdercoated 
steel and ensures effective protection of the engine from low 
speeds drops. Compatable with the optional foglight support and 
aluminum engine guard. 

Protects the end of the swing arm / drive shaft made from 
bumps or low speed drops, made of powdercoated steel. Also 
works with Breva 1100, Breva 1200 Sport, Grisso 1100, Griso 
1200, Norge 1200. 

The aluminum bellypan is made of 3mm thick high-strength 
aluminum alloy, to offer protection of the oil pan from impact 
or gravel kicked from the front wheel, assists in engine cooling. 
Compatable with the engine guard kit. 

Sepcially designed to mount the Tom Tom to the Stelvio, this 
mounting bracket is billet aluminum, mounting hardware 
and replacts part of the handlebar mount. Works with the 
dedicated power connector already on the Stelvio. 

ENGINE GUARD KIT

FINAL DRIVE GUARD

ALUmINUm BELLY PAN

TOm TOm RIDER 2 INSTALLATION 
KIT

983152

983173

983153

983151

STELVIO
1200
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This pair of handguards is made made of scratch resistant 
plastic, provides protection from debris and takes your hands 
out of the wind. 

The heated grip kit allows year round riding by helping keep your 
hands warm. 3 levels of heat available, increasing the comfort 
of travel during the colder periods. Works with the hardware and 
software already programmed into the Stelvio, uses the vehicle 
display and left mode switch. Display allows to the rider to 
quickly and easily see the on / off and the level of heat selected, 
please see vehicle owners manual for instructions on use. 

These Motoguzzi factory certified 110W fog lights are certified for 
road use are made of magnesium alloy and aluminum and allow 
for excellent visibility in all conditions. Works with the hardware 
and software already programmed into the Stelvio, uses the 
right switch block’s controls. Uses the pre-existing electrical 
connections already on the Stelvio. Requires 983161 for 
installation to the vehicle. 

The dedicated support for mounting foglights is made of 
powdercoated steel and provides a solid and secure mounting 
point for the foglights. Used to mount foglight kit 983150. 

HEATED HANDGRIPS FOG LIGHTS KIT
FOG LIGHT SUPPORT KIT

HANDGUARDS

983155 983150
983161

983157

Bike dust cover in black non-scratch material, with the Stelvio 
logo on both sides. 

Moto Guzzi has developed this anti-theft system in collaboration 
with market leader Metasystem. The system comprises two boxes. 
The first is decorated with the Moto Guzzi logo and contains a 
case and two remote controls. The second contains the dedicated 
wiring, brackets and fixing screws. Designed for easy, rational 
installation, lasting reliability and perfect integration with the bike. 

ELECTRONIC ANTI-THEFT SYSTEm

BIKE COVER

GU973221100024

983174
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28 liter top box. Large enough to hold a full face helmet. Black 
textured finish specially designed as a perfect match for the 
panniers. Imitation leather backrest for greater passenger 
comfort. Complete with mounting rack in composite material. 
Decorated with the Moto Guzzi logo. 

Kit consists of two black anodized aluminum 37-liter sidebags 
and mounting hardware. The sidebags are watertight, lock 
closed and lock to the vehicle.
 

The Stelvio tank bag kit consists of a dedicated PVC and nylon 
tank cover with fasteners to the frame and a specially 
shaped bag. The bag can easily be removed or lifted to refuel 
the bike.The bag uses a quick release mount and has a center 
compartment and two side pockets. On tank cover is then 
possible to mount an alternative to the bag, a handy small pouch 
sold separately (983170). 

Handy pouch to attach to tank cover supplied with the tank bag 
kit 983149. It allows the stowage of small items as an alternative 
to the bag. 

28 LITER TOP CASE

ALUmINUm SIDEBAGS KIT

TANK BAG & COVER

SmALL TANK BAG

GU05487630

983154

Kit consists of two soft bags with handle, designed to maximize 
the space inside the sidebags. Allows fast and easy removal of 
the contents of your bags. 

INNER BAG FOR ALUmINUm
SIDEBAGS

983303 983149

983170
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This dedicated mounting lets you mount the Tom Tom Rider GPS 
system directly to the tripple clamps, guaranteeing excellent 
visibility and unrivalled practicality. 

Specially lowered to give a seat height of only 760 mm. Gel insert, 
red contrast stitching. Allows you to place your feet firmly on the 
ground. Made for Breva 1100, also fits 1200 Sport without cowl, 
Norge 1200. 

Robust and versatile luggage rack made from steel and 
composite materials. Holds the new matching finish 44 liter top 
box, textured black 45 liter top box, 28 liter textured black top 
box and tail pack. 

Moto Guzzi has developed this anti-theft system in collaboration 
with market leader Metasystem. The system comprises two boxes. 
The first is decorated with the Moto Guzzi logo and contains a 
case and two remote controls. The second contains the dedicated 
wiring, brackets and fixing screws. Designed for easy, rational 
installation, lasting reliability and perfect integration with the bike. 

Bike dust cover in red non-scratch material, with the Norge logo 
in black on both sides.

GEL SEAT

NAVIGATOR SUPPORT KIT CARRIER KIT

ELECTRONIC ANTI-THEFT SYSTEm
ANTI-THEFT SYSTEm INST. KIT

BIKE COVERGU977708

977713

GU05677230

GU973221100024
977714

GU977716

NORGE
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These semi-rigid inner bags are specially designed to fit inside 
the 36 liter panniers. Made from nylon and complete with a 
practical shoulder strap for easy transport and a zipped pocket 
for small items

Indispensable for all-round touring, this practical nylon and PVC 
tank bag offers a carrying capacity of around 16 liters. Comes 
with reflective inserts and a rain hood to keep your personal 
effects dry even in the worst downpour. Can be detached from 
the tank and carried around effortlessly thanks to an anatomic 
handle. Top map pocket for total functionality when touring. 
Complete with fixing system specially developed for the Norge. 

This new dedicated Norge top box offers a large capacity of 44 
liters, and incorporates an imitation leather passenger backrest. 

Comes in a matching paint finish. Large enough to hold a full face 
helmet. Fixes quickly and securely to the dedicated luggage rack.

TANK BAG KIT BLACK 45 LITER TOP CASE
RED 45 LITER TOP CASE

EXCALIBUR GRAY 45L TOP CASE
BRONZE 45 LITER TOP CASE

INNER BAG KIT

GU977712 977705ND
977705Y01

977705F2
977705YG1

977789
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Bike dust cover in black non-scratch material, with 
the Griso logo in silver on both sides. 

This stylish and elegant Plexiglass fly screen enhances the 
fascinating looks of your Griso and improves air penetration too. 
Tested in the wind tunnel and on the road for improved rider 
comfort on long journeys. A top quality screen, made from the 
very best materials, and homologated to the strictest TÜV and 
DOT standards. 

Moto Guzzi has developed this anti-theft system in collaboration 
with market leader Metasystem. The system comprises two boxes. 
The first is decorated with the Moto Guzzi logo and contains a 
case and two remote controls. The second contains the dedicated 
wiring, brackets and fixing screws. Designed for easy, rational 
installation, lasting reliability and perfect integration with the bike. 

GRISO BIKE COVER

GRISO FLYSCREEN KIT ELECTRONIC ANTI-THEFT SYSTEm
ALARm INSTALATION KIT

GU06977200

GU973243500000

GU973221100024
GU973243500009

GRISO V 
1100/1200
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Maintenance stand specially made for the Griso from powder coated steel. Used in conjunction with the stand fitted as standard 
equipment, the maintenance stand lets you lift the bike easily for servicing purposes. Robust nylon wheels let you move the bike 
around while on the stand. 

SERVICE STAND GU973243500010

Versatile and robust black powdercoated steel luggage rack, 
specially designed for the Griso and the dedicated tail pack. 

Specially designed to fit the Griso’s dedicated luggage rack. 
Made from nylon and PVC. Comes complete with rain hood. Fixes 
securely to the luggage rack and detaches in a flash to become 
a functional shoulder bag. Volume adjustable from 8 to 12 liters. 
*MOUNTS TO GU06677200

GRISO LUGGAGE RACK KIT

LUGGAGE RACK BAG*

GU06677200

GU973243500001

Pair of semi-rigid textile panniers, accurately finished down 
to the smallest detail, including padlockable zip and reflective 
inserts. Personalised logo. Made in high-tech textile. Easy 
to remove from the bike thanks to Moto Guzzi’s patented 
lockable Fast-Click® system. Mounting rack specially 
designed, tested and homologated by Moto Guzzi’s technical 
department. Complete with fitting instructions and 
thermosealed rain hood. Volume varies from 18 to 20 liters. 

SEmIRIGID PANNIERS KIT GU06480100
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This slip on exhaust, made in collaboration with Termignoni, features a striking conical body and original tail design. Made from polished 
304 stainless steel and homologated to Euro3 standards for catalysed exhausts, this silencer gives a 40% weight saving compared to the 
standard unit, boosting performance and producing a thrilling exhaust sound. Tested and approved by Moto Guzzi’s technical department. 
Can be fitted to your Griso without affecting the validity of the warranty.

GU973243500007TERmI SLIPON EXHAUST (FOR GRISO V 1100 ONLY)

This slip on exhaust, made in collaboration with Termignoni, is dedicated to the Griso 8V and features a striking conical body and original 
tail design. Made from polished 304 stainless steel and homologated to Euro3 standards for catalysed exhausts, this silencer gives a 40% 
weight saving compared to the standard unit, boosting performance and producing a thrilling exhaust sound. Tested and approved by Moto 
Guzzi’s technical department. Can be fitted to your Griso without affecting the validity of the warranty. 

983181TERmI SLIPON EXHAUST (FOR GRISO V 1200 ONLY)

Provides indispensable storage for small items. This practical 
nylon and PVC tank bag is small enough to carry around with 
ease and looks stylish too. Specially made for the Griso, this tank 
bag features waterproof zips, reflective inserts and a rain hood 
to keep your personal effects dry even in the worst downpour. 
Can be detached from the tank quickly and easily. Anatomic 
handle for easy carrying. Comes complete with a practical base 
and fixing system.

Indispensable for motorcyclists who use their bikes for touring. 
A practical nylon and PVC tank bag offering a volume of around 
18 liters. Made on the basis of motorcyclists’ own suggestions, 
this tank bag features waterproof zips, reflective inserts and a 
rain hood to keep your personal effects dry even in the worst 
downpour. Can be detached from the tank and carried around 
effortlessly thanks to an anatomic handle. Top map pocket for 
total functionality when touring. Comes complete with a practical 
base and fixing system. 

BIG TANK BAG

SmALL TANK BAG

GU06481500

GU06481501
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Kit comprising a complete, steel, 2-in-1-in-2 exhaust system 
with twinned oval silencers, made in collaboration with 
Lafranconi, plus an ignition/injection control unit with dedicated 
mapping, a pair of intake trumpets and an oil vapour collection 
canister. Gives a notable increase in performance and a 
significant reduction in weight. This kit is not homologated for 
road use. Not compatable with sidebags. 

Center stand in treated and powder coated steel, made to 
withstand all weather conditions. Designed and manufactured 
to the most rigorous safety and resistance standards. Kit comes 
complete with all mountings and fasteners. Works on the 1200 
Sport and late Breva 1100s without OE centerstand. 

Robust and versatile luggage rack made from steel and composite 
materials. Holds the new matching finish 44 liter top box, 
textured black 45 liter top box, 28 liter textured black top box and 
tail pack. Fits Breva 1100, Norge 1200, 1200 Sport, mounts all 
Breva/Norge top cases. 

Moto Guzzi has developed this anti-theft system in collaboration 
with market leader Metasystem. The system comprises two boxes. 
The first is decorated with the Moto Guzzi logo and contains a 
case and two remote controls. The second contains the dedicated 
wiring, brackets and fixing screws. Designed for easy, rational 
installation, lasting reliability and perfect integration with the bike. 

RACE KIT (FULL SYSTEm AND ECU)

CENTER STAND

CARRIER KIT

ELECTRONIC ANTI-THEFT SYSTEm
ANTI-THEFT SYSTEm INST. KIT

978262

978410

GU05677230

GU973221100024
GU973270000003

1200
SPORT
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18 liter nylon tank bag, specially designed for the Breva 1100. 
The bag detaches from the dedicated base pad to become a 
practical bag. Compatable with Breva 1200 Sport and Norge. 

Nylon tail pack, specially made for the Breva. The bag detaches 
from the dedicated base pad to become a practical bag. Expands 
from 8 to 12 liters in volume. 

Tank bag and tank cover set. This has a practical PVC tank cover 
to protect your tank against scratches and dirt. Fixes to the tank 
with six easily adjusted straps (1 at the front, 1 at the rear and 2 
on each side). Complete with refuelling flap for easy access to the 
filler cap. The bag is a PVC bag/tank bag with adjustable clips for 
easy fitting and removal. The bag features 3 practical pockets, 2 
at the side and 1 at the front for holding small items, plus a clear 
map compartment. Durable Plastic handle for ease of transport 
once removed from the tank. The Moto Guzzi logo appears on 
both sides of the tank cover. Compatable with 1200 sport. Will not 
work on the Norge 1200. 

CARRIER BAG

TANK BAG

TANK PROTECTOR AND BAGGU973270000002

GU05481530

GU973270000007
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Enhances wind protection, even on those endless freeway journeys. 
The polycarbonate windshield can be adjusted to 4 different 
positions, stainless steel mounting brackets. Tested in thewind 
tunnel to provide effective protection and to deflect the air 
flow around both rider and passenger while maintaining the 
smallest frontal area. Manufactured to the highest standard and 
homologated to the strictest European and American standards 
(TÜV and DOT). 

This red bike cover has the Breva V 1100 logo on both sides to keep 
your bike looking elegant even in the garage. Made to measure 
specifically for this model from a specially developed non-scratch 
material.

Fender extension for Breva 1100 nand Norge. Helps keep water 
and debris off you and your bike. 

TOURING WINDSHIELD KIT

BREVA 1100 BIKE COVER

REAR FENDER EXTENSIONGU05977230 GU973270000004

GU973270000005

Moto Guzzi has developed this anti-theft system in collaboration 
with market leader Metasystem. The system comprises two 
boxes. The first is decorated with the Moto Guzzi logo and 
contains a case and two remote controls. The second contains 
the dedicated wiring, brackets and fixing screws. Designed for 
easy, rational installation, lasting reliability and perfect 
integration with the bike.

ELECTRONIC ANTI-THEFT SYSTEm
ALARm INSTALLATION KIT

GU973221100024
GU973270000003

BREVA
1100/1200

Center stand in treated and powder coated steel, made to 
withstand all weather conditions. Designed and manufactured 
to the most rigorous safety and resistance standards. Kit comes 
complete with all mountings and fasteners. Works on the 1200 
Sport and late Breva 1100s w/o OE centerstand. 

CENTER STAND 978410
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For newer Brevas with throttle and right hand switchgear integrated (Norge Sytle). New heated grips kit comprising: Pair of heated grips 
+ connection cables and temperature control Installation instructions Can be set to three different temperature levels for maximum 
comfort on all journeys, even in the coldest weather. The Breva 1100 display is pre-wired for these heated grips, and incorporates a grip 
power indicator and temperature setting display. Controled by switch on the left switch module. Late ‘07 Breva 1100 / Early ‘06 Breva 
1100 *GU977711 DOES NOT INCLUDE SWITCH

HEATED HAND GRIPS KIT (LATE 07 BREVA 1100 WITHOUT CENTERSTAND)*
HEATED HAND GRIPS KIT (EARLY 06 BREVA 1100 WITH CENTERSTAND)

GU977711
GU05678230
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Long range touring with a passenger is an integral part of the Breva V 1100 design concept. That is why Moto Guzzi has created this 
exclusive luggage system. The system perfectly matches the bike’s looks thanks to bracketry that has been specially developed to avoid 
spoiling the lines of the bike when the panniers are not in position. The panniers are accurately finished down to the smallest detail, 
including double textured scratch-proof finish and side protectors. Decorated with the essential Moto Guzzi logo. Optional inner fabric bags 
(977789) keep your riding gear and clothing tidy and hold everything you need for a comfortable journey.

Specially lowered to give a seat height of only 760 mm. Gel 
insert, red contrast stitching. Lets you get your feet firmly on the 
ground. Made for Breva 1100, also fits 1200 Sport, Norge 1200. 

Robust and versatile luggage rack made from steel and composite 
materials. Holds the new matching finish 44 liter top box, textured 
black 45 liter top box, 28 liter textured black top box and tail pack. 
Fits Breva 1100, Norge 1200, 1200 Sport, mounts all Breva/Norge 
top cases. 

29 LITER PANNIER KIT GEL SEAT (GRAY/BLACK)

CARRIER KIT

GU05480131 GU973270000000

GU05677230
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Nylon tail pack, specially made for the Breva. The bag detaches 
from the dedicated base pad to become a practical bag. Expands 
from 8 to 12 liters in volume. Small tail pack solution for 1200 
Sport, Breva 1100, Norge 1200, and Stelvio 1200. *MOUNTS TO 
GU05677230

28 liter top box. Large enough to hold a full face helmet. Black 
textured finish specially designed as a perfect match for the 
panniers. Imitation leather backrest for greater passenger 
comfort. Decorated with the Moto Guzzi logo. *MOUNTS TO 
GU05677230

45 liter top box. Large enough to hold two full face helmets. Black 
textured finish specially designed as a perfect match for the 
panniers. Imitation leather backrest for greater passenger 
comfort. Large reflective surface on the lid for excellent visibility. 
Decorated with the Moto Guzzi logo. Topbox has a keyed quick 
release mechanism. Also works on 1200 Sport, Breva 1100, Norge 
1200, and Stelvio 1200. *MOUNTS TO GU05677230

TAIL PACK* 28 LITER TOP CASE* EmBOSSED STREET CASE 
TOP BOX*

GU973270000002 GU05487630 GU05487631

Tank bag and tank cover set. This has a practical PVC tank cover to 
protect your tank against scratches and dirt. Fixes to the tank with 
six easily adjusted straps. Complete with refuelling flap for easy 
access to the filler cap. The bag features 3 practical pockets, 2 at 
the side and 1 at the front for holding small items, plus a clear map 
compartment. Durable Plastic handle for ease of transport once 
removed from the tank. The Moto Guzzi logo appears on both sides 
of the tank cover. Compatable with 1200 sport. Will not work on the 
Norge 1200. 

18 liter nylon tank bag, specially designed for the Breva 1100. 
The bag detaches from the dedicated base pad to become a 
practical bag. Compatable with Breva 1200 Sport and Norge. 

TANK BAG WITH TANK 
PROTECTOR

TANK BAGGU973270000007 GU05481530
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Dedicated bike cover in black non-scratch material, 
with the California Vintage logo on both sides. 
*Black shown.

BIKE COVER (RED)
BIKE COVER (BLACK)

GU97325740001
GU973258400001

This dedicated California Vintage black tank bag is made in 
nylon and PVC, with inserts in the same material as the seat to 
reflect the bike’s graphics. The base is specially shaped to fit the 
tank without hiding the splendid graphics. Decorated with the 
California Vintage logo and complete with dedicated rain hood. 
Converts to a practical bag when off the bike. Volume 12 liters. 

TANK BAG GU977702

This dedicated California Vintage black tail pack has been made 
with style in mind. It blends perfectly with the lines of the bike 
and features inserts in the same material as the seat to reflect 
the bike’s graphics. Decorated with the California Vintage logo.  
A base machined from solid nylon makes fixing to the luggage 
rack quick and secure. Large enough to hold a full face helmet. 
Easily detached inner bag. Volume 30 liters. 

TAIL BAG GU977703

CALIFOR-
NIA
VINTAGE
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New windshield, specially designed for stylish good looks.  
Homologated to the strictest standards (DOT and TÜV), and road 
tested in all conditions by Moto Guzzi’s own test riders. 

These dedicated leather bags are designed to match the timeless 
style of the V7. These bags are leather on the outside, closed via 
chrome buckles and have nylon supports inside. Kit is composed 
of the pair of rigid nylon bags, volume of the bags are 20 liters.  
Kits include steel mounting hardware.

DOT homologated, medium size windshield, specially designed 
for the Breva (Fits Nevada and V7 also). Anti-glare finish at 
the bottom of the screen. Complete with dedicated mounting 
brackets finished in powder paint for maximum weather 
resistance. 

Waterproof leather tank bag with 2 side pockets and a map 
pocket. Bag mounts to tank cover with quick release buckles. 
Bag can be easily moved aside for refueling and has a 
handle for easy transport. 

SmALL SPORT WINSHIELD KIT 
WITH ADJUSTABLE RAKE

V7 CLASSIC SEmI RIGID LEATHER 
SIDE BAGS

TOURING WINDSHIELD KIT (CHROmE)
TOURING WINDSHIELD KIT (BLACK)

V7 CLASSIC TANK BAG AND 
TANK COVER

977431

983162

GU973217200002
GU973221100020

983166

V7
CLASSIC

TAIL BAG FOR USE WITH 983163 983308

This leather tailbag comes with a rain cover and is designed to 
match the looks of your V7 classic and mounts to the Chrome 
Steel Luggage Rack (sold separately) via adjustable straps
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Waterproof leather tank cover with small bag, allows for easy 
filling of the gas tank. Quick and simple installation, comes with 
mounting hardware.

Made of Chromed steel, this rack is designed to accent the sleek, 
classic lines of the V7 classic while providing the storage you 
need for your lifestyle”. *NECESSARY TO MOUNT 
TAILBAG 983308

Attractive “MotoGuzzi” badge is designed to mount to the tank of 
your V7 giving it more of the look of the original V7. Moto Guzzi is 
in raised script

Center stand in treated and powder painted steel, made to 
withstand all weather conditions. Designed and manufactured 
to the most rigorous safety and resistance standards. Kit comes 
complete with all mountings and fasteners as well as fitting 
instructions.

V7 CLASSIC TANK COVER AND 
SmALL BAG

CHROmE STEEL LUGGAGE RACK

V7 TANK BADGE

CENTER STAND FOR V7 CLASSIC

983165

983163

983172

983164
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New windshield, specially designed for stylish good looks.  
Homologated to the strictest standards (DOT and TÜV), and road 
tested in all conditions by Moto Guzzi’s own test riders. 

Seat with special, lower profile to get your feet more firmly on 
the ground. 

DOT homologated, medium size windshield, specially designed 
for the Breva (Fits Nevada and V7 also). Anti-glare finish at 
the bottom of the screen. Complete with dedicated mounting 
brackets finished in powder paint for maximum weather 
resistance. 

Center stand in treated and powder painted steel, made to 
withstand all weather conditions. Designed and manufactured 
to the most rigorous safety and resistance standards. Kit comes 
complete with all mountings and fasteners as well as fitting 
instructions. 

RED LOWER SEAT
GRAY LOWER SEAT

SmALL SPORT WINDSHIELD KIT 
WITH ADJUSTABLE RAKE

TOURING WINDSHIELD KIT (CHROmE)
TOURING WINDSHIELD KIT (BLACK)

CENTER STAND

977431GU973221100019
GU973221100002

GU973217200002
GU973221100020

GU973221100005

BREVA
750
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Bike cover in red non-scratch material, with the Breva logo on 
both sides. 

12/15 liter nylon tank bag, specially designed for the Breva 
range. Complete with thermosealed rain hood. The bag detaches 
from the dedicated base pad to become a practical bag. 

BIKE COVER TANK BAGGU973221100001 GU973221100003

Moto Guzzi has developed this anti-theft system in collaboration 
with market leader Metasystem. The system comprises two boxes. 
The first is decorated with the Moto Guzzi logo and contains a 
case and two remote controls. The second contains the dedicated 
wiring, brackets and fixing screws. Designed for easy, rational 
installation, lasting reliability and perfect integration with the bike. 

30 and 40 Liter panniers in impact-resistant polypropylene 
and ABS. Rain-proof and lockable, complete with key. Double 
textured surface for maximum impact and scratch resistance. 
Complete with steel mounting racks. 

ELECTRONIC ANTI-THEFT SYSTEm
ALARm INSTALLATION KIT

30L SADDLE BAG KIT
40L EmBOSSED SADDLE BAG KIT

GU973221100024
GU973221100025

GU973221100022
GU973270000023

30 and 40 Liter panniers in impact-resistant polypropylene and 
ABS. Rain-proof and lockable, complete with key. Characterised 
by matching plastic inserts, available in the Guzzi color range, to 
be ordered separately. Complete with steel mounting racks. 

30 LITER SADDLE BAG KIT
40 LITER SADDLE BAG KIT

GU973221100006
GU973270000014

Inserts for 30 or 40 liter panniers, paint finished to match your 
bike’s color:
GU973221100015 (BLACK)
GU973221100016 (GRAY)

GU03484377 (RACE RED)
GU03484370 (UNPAINTED)
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DOT homologated, medium size windshield, specially designed 
for the Breva (Fits Nevada and V7 also). Anti-glare finish at 
the bottom of the screen. Complete with dedicated mounting 
brackets finished in powder paint for maximum weather 
resistance. 

Front engine-guard in chrome plated steel. 

Luggage rack in chrome plated steel, especially made for the  
Nevada Classic. Complete with passenger backrest. *NEEDED TO 
MOUNT TO BOX

Center stand in treated and powder painted steel, made to 
withstand all weather conditions. Designed and manufactured 
to the most rigorous safety and resistance standards. Kit comes 
complete with all mountings and fasteners as well as fitting 
instructions. 

TOURING WINDSHIELD KIT (CHROmE)
TOURING WINDSHIELD KIT (BLACK)

SAFETY BAR KIT

REAR BACKREST*

CENTER STAND

GU973217200002
GU973221100020

GU973217200008

GU973217200003

GU973217200006

NEVADA
750
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Semi-rigid PVC tank bag (max. capacity 12 liters), specially 
designed for the Nevada range. Accurately finished down to the 
smallest detail. Includes rainproof zips and reflective inserts. 
Easy to remove from its base pad. Complete with rain hood, 
anatomical handle and detachable strap for easy transport, plus 
3 outside pockets and a map pocket. 

40 liter textured black top box, decorated with the Moto Guzzi 
logo. Made from impact-resistant polypropylene and ABS. 
Rain-proof and lockable, complete with key. Comes with 
dedicated chrome plated steel mounting rack. *NEEDS 
GU97321200003 TO MOUNT

Panniers in impact-resistant polypropylene and ABS. Rain-proof 
and lockable, complete with key locks. Double textured surface 
for maximum impact and scratch resistance. Complete with 
steel mounting racks. 

TANK BAG 40 LITER TOP BOX KIT* SOLID BLACK BAG KITGU973217100003 GU973217200004 GU973217200009

Bike cover in red non-scratch material, with the Moto Guzzi logo 
on both sides. 

30 Liter panniers in impact-resistant polypropylene and ABS. 
Rain-proof and lockable, complete with key. Characterised 
by matching plastic inserts, available in the Guzzi color range, 
to be ordered separately. Complete with chrome plated steel 
mounting racks. 

Inserts for 30 liter panniers, paint finished to match your 
bike’s color:
GU973221100015 (BLACK)
GU973221100016 (GRAY)

GU03484377 (RACE RED)
GU03484370 (UNPAINTED)

BIKE COVER 30 LITER SADDLE BAG KIT (NEEDS COLOR INSERT)GU973217200007 GU973217200005
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Mobile satellite navigation kit made in collaboration with Tom Tom. 
The first sat-nav system designed specifically for motorcycles, with 
a 3.5” touch screen that you can even use with gloves on. Simple and 
clear 2D and 3D graphics for choosing the most suitable route or 
planning routes via waypoints of interests. Bluetooth interface and 
earpiece kit for listening to instructions inside the helmet, answering 
incoming phone calls simply by touching the screen, and making 
calls when your bike is stationary (see the Tomtom.com website for 
a list of compatible phones). Completely waterproof. Complete with 
topographic map of areas covered on SecureDigital card. Dedicated 
mounting for easy access and excellent visibility. 

TOm TOm RIDER USA 977569

The first of a series of Moto Guzzi anti-theft locks. This GRANIT QUICK 
37 disc lock by ABUS is made from special fully hardened steel and 
will resist any attempt to cut through it. 

Tank protector in carbon fibre and elastic resin composite, with 
a resin Moto Guzzi logo and dedicated packaging. Fits all models 
since 2000 except Grisos and Stelvio. 

DISK LOCK ALARm TANK PROTECTORGU95051101010 GU973221100021

UNIVERSAL
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